#12-13-DNA-activation
source: Kryon Teaches Exactly How to Instruct Your Cells to
Heal.mp3
the trillions of DNA molecules are all in communication with
each other all the time
Innate is the intelligent field knowing which cell should build
with organ
Innate is the field around the trillions of pieces of DNA, that
knows itself as one entity
DNA, cells and body is one-thing = smart-body = Innate, is
body-wide DNA consciousness, connected to higher self +
akashic record
talking to a field in the body, not an organ
Innate is unique, its you
Homeopathy works to Innate - the intent in the homeopathy
sends a signal !!!
bridge to the corporial body by intuition
human being as you know it, will disappear
new one will life long, be master
you address your body in a way, that is so pure, that the body
sees it - and react
DNA connects with brain - DNA field sends brain signals to
heart, digestives, the muscles

de-program instruction set of Innate
re-program everything as you like
DNA: programmed for body survival
Innate: programmed for spiritual survival - this you need to reprogram,
it will do everything it can for you to ascend and awake
humanity
consciousness through pure intent
you have permission
use affirmations - esp. the ones you create yourself
no need to die before ascension - its not longer about spiritual
survival,
what used karma-program to die and re-born
you are now advanced spiritual thought - you can capture
wisdom and move forward
no need to die, no short-lifetimes
you are the consciousness trigger
1. drop your karma (dissolve polarity, you are 9 !)
2. drop energies of the past (spiritual survival-deprogramming)
3. change your fate
4. aha experience
5. stop aging say: you don’t have to die to have spiritual growth

6. stay healthy while you don`t age
7. not complicated, filled with love
8. you’re in control of even time
9. spontaneous healing / tissue grow / over night is normal
power of Innate / you …
10.
physical objects come from your thoughts
11.
every thought is seed of light, through those seeds you
create the flower of life which are the manifestation of
your thoughts … honour yourself knowing you are the
tree of life holding all innate wisdom, magic and
knowing … world is truly created and designed by you
12. mighty i am presence - knowing everything is perfectly
alinged
(not being dependent of anyone else, trust yourself, love
yourself, i can freely enter higher dimensions by tuning in)

Explanation of the additional 10 Strands
source: http://quantumlifesource.com/dna-activation/
3rd DNA Strand–The Meaning of the Third Strand DNA
Activation is to release the death programming.
4th DNA Strand–The Meaning and Function of the Fourth
Strand DNA Activation is the fifth dimensional light filter on the
Third Eye is dissolved. This allows us to begin receiving the
Light language of the fifth dimension through our Third Eye.
The Third Eye is like a receptor-prism of the Light Language
that carries instructions to the body’s cells about changing the
physical body into a physical-etheric light body. Additional
information flows into our conscious mind allowing life to be
experienced multi-dimensional. Through massive light
absorption our cells remember their Divine Perfection and
vibrate in absolute oneness with the Immaculate Concept.
The vibrations of the sacred Solfeggio sounds open the
receptors of your cells, allowing the activation to more easily
be imprinted on the DNA. Sound sets the vibration of the body
at the correct rate to receive the activation at each level. The
energy vibration of colors adds to the power of this activation.
The additional DNA strands are of magnetic, multidimensional nature, sacred geometry streams
http://www.under-one-roof.net/12-strand-DNA/12-strandDNA-Solfeggio.html

5th DNA Strand–The Meaning and Function of the Fifth Strand
DNA Activation-the fifth dimensional filter on the heart chakra
is dissolved. This means the information we access through
our third eye is expressed through action in a loving, heartfelt
way. We have the ability to heal ourselves and others,
spontaneously and instantaneously as Divine Love and Truth
radiate from our every cell. The 4th and 5th strands go hand in
hand.

6th DNA Strand–The Meaning and Function of the Sixth
Strand DNA Activation-the Light language from the sixth
dimension continues to feed information to the body cells
regarding transformation into a physical-etheric being. Sixth
dimensional information begins to flow through our conscious
mind as we plunge deeper into experiencing life multidimensionally. We remember HOW to control the spin of our
electrons. This activates our super human abilities…..such as
shapeshifting and bilocation….
7th DNA Strand–The Meaning and Function of the Seventh
DNA Activation the sixth dimension light filter on the heart
chakra is dissolved. Again, that ensues that the information we
access through our Third Eye is expressed through action in a
loving, heartfelt way. We are radiators of love’s
transfiguration…… we constantly transfer our perfected
patterns to all life as we are ALL the SAME particles of energy.
The 6th and 7th strands go hand and hand.
8th DNA Strand–The Meaning and Function of the Eighth
Strand DNA Activation- The seventh dimension light filter on
the Third Eye Chakra is dissolved. The Light Language of the
seventh dimension feeds more information into the body cells
regarding transformation into a physical-etheric being. As
seventh dimensional information begins to flow into our
conscious mind, we are now receiving instructions directly
from the quantum Christ Realm. The Meaning and Function of
the Ninth DNA Activation-The seventh dimension light filter on
the Heart Chakra is dissolved. This ensures that the
information we access through our Third Eye is expressed

through actions of unconditional love. Through rhythm and
constancy, we are masters of our emotional body. We maintain
a strong, steady and stabilized form. Our emoting frequencies
are joy…….peace…….tranquility and unconditional love… able
to transform other energy fields The 8th and 9th strands go
hand in hand.
10th DNA Strand–The Meaning and Function of the Tenth
Strand DNA Activation-your Ascension Vehicle activates. In the
Seventh Dimension Activation, the North and South Poles
opened to the flow of quantum Christ energy surrounding the
body in a 100-ft. diameter cloud. When the 10th strand
activates, what’s known as the Metatron Matrix forms around
the cloud containing it like a vessel so it does not dissipate.
Your individual Ascension Vehicle is now completely formed.
You naturally attract everything that is needed and required to
fulfill the Divine Plan. Through your purity in the eternal now,
you have the power to manifest instantly on the physical
plane…. through thought and feeling alone.
11th DNA Strand–The Meaning and Function of the Eleventh
DNA Activation-A Planetary Ascension Vehicle has also formed
around Mother Earth. Now, as the 11th strand activates, lines
of light connect your Individual Ascension Vehicle to mother
earth’s from your North Pole to Earth’s North Pole and from
your South Pole to Earth’s South Pole. Your every thought,
action, word, and feeling is being guided by your mighty I AM
Presence. We simply know that we are in perfect alignment in
every moment. Trusting in the Group Plan, we move forward in
our daily lives as a sacred instrument of God.

12th DNA Strand–The Meaning and Function of the Twelfth
DNA Activation-As the 12th strand activates, your Individual
Ascension Vehicle is charged by a continuous flow of electromagnetic energy through the poles from the Planetary
Ascension Vehicle. When Mother Earth shifts, everyone
connected to her through their Individual Ascension Vehicles
will shift with her. We live, breathe, think, and feel as ONE,
entering into a relationship of perfect love and perfect trust
with every life form as we shine our radiant example of the
infinite possibilities of God embodied on Earth.
144,000, New Lemurian DNA Activation Codes
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pzDFeqNLw_0
#13-strand
source: http://delphian.7gen.com/13thDNA_Strand.htm
the 13th strand overlaid on the 12th strand system then
permits the individual to be empowered, and self willed. The 12
are the foundation and tools, the 13th is the “Itself.” It is love
as the Christ Consciousness resurrected in each individual with
the potential to increase its vibratory rate to invoke universal
healing.
Unlike the 12 strand system, each 13th strand is completely
unique, it carries with it the 4 extra “codons” of DNA which we
are seeing in the children born today. They are disease free.
The 13th strand connects one from the earth plane to the GodSelf, with the energy of the CHIRST as the glue or love source
that assists the veils of separation to be lifted.

When working with the 13th strand,
the real goal a person is seeking is
to integrate the 12 strand areas of
mastery they have chosen into their
Spirit or Essence. When complete
and in Harmony, the being has
succeeded in making a leap of
personal evolution, has physically
integrated areas of knowledge and
there will no longer be the
separation of being from
knowledge. It is now one. When this
happens a new area of mastery
comes into being.
The 13th strand is also the
communicator focus. In all
instances the 13th strand is the
strand of love, and is designed to
integrate Spirit and flesh. We all
came from the same Spirit. The
origin of our being is included in
every single 13th strand, therefore
even though 2 people might be of
totally different areas of knowledge
about the world, each would also be
aware of their uniqueness and
relation to each other as they both
have the same Creator. They could then work on integrating
and exchanging information, because they could relate on a
higher frequency level of their being. This 13th strand of

complete love is woven throughout the 12 strands of DNA,
thus imprinting the Divine Blueprint, Spirit’s blueprint, the
innate being of you which has stemmed from the source, the
beginning, day one of creation. The Christ, the anointed spirit
formed into beingness is thus resurrected, alive again within
each and every being.
#dna-and-first-eye-activation-frequencies
528Hz DNA Frequency - UNLOCK Your Codons!!!
Light Language 12 Strand DNA and 13th Chakra
Activation.mp3
Pleiadian Humanoid DNA Activation Frequency.mp3
963 Hz Solfeggio Frequency - Pineal Gland Activation Frequency of God	
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